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Are you aware of all positive affects of creativity?
Art has significant influence on our lives, if we want it or not, it is the process
that goes along every creative activity. It is important that we stimulate the
creative spirit from an early age and nurture it even in adulthood. That is why
I made this e-book, where you have 20
diy projects for your whole family. Adjust
the complexity of the projects depending
on the age of your children, but must of
all, I encourage you, to cooporate and
spend some quality time together :)

»Every child is an artist.
The problem is how to
remain an artist once
we grow up.«
Pablo Picasso

Some projects in this book are made
by my dearest friend, who has two
little boys. I really admire her will to include art in everyday life as much as
possible.

What will you develop with regular creative work?
• making better decisions;
• improve your intuition;
• awareness that there are many solutions to a problem;
• persistence;
• ability to see things from different perspective;
• team working;
• imagination;
• improving motor skills;
• strenghthen self-confidence;
• self-expression;
• focus;
• improving visual and spatial thinking...
Let’s do those projects...
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1.

Printmaking

In your home you can find different items and accessories of which you
can make a stamp. Use your imagination. When complementing different
printmarks, you can create entirely new interesting forms.
In my case, I used a string, sponge, cover of the bottle packaging, plant leaf and
the good old potatoe.
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2.

Create a pattern with lint roller

Do you have a pet? Then you probably also have a lint roller. Well, you can also
use it for this creative project. Cut out different motives from a foam rubber
and place them around the roller. Then use some color, paint all the parts and
roll over the paper or any other surface. You can make your own wrapping
paper for presents :)

Hint:
• For this you can also use a wall-painting roller.

Follow me:
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3.

Fruit architect

If you have a tendency to architecture, this is an awesome task for you!
Developing motor skills, getting some gravity information and a snack after the
hard work, sounds amazing right? Choose any fruit and cut it into pieces. Use
toothpicks and create a variety of structural elements, forms, spaceships and
atoms. Have fun! Great fruit for this projects are grapes, you can replace fruit
with styrofoam, clay, soap or something else.
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4.

Point painting

Get familiar with great painters of impressionism! Create a masterpiece with
point painting. Use small circles to create amazing artwork. Use cotton swab,
round shaped eraser or even your fingers.
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5.

Family mandala

The main point of family mandala is that is created by all family members.
Work together to make something beautiful. Strenghten your team working,
bond, learn to accept another point of view. Every family member draws/paints
one circle of mandala, make turns, until there is no blank paper left.

Hint:
• Make a mandala on your backyard with chalks;
• you can also make a mandala by yourself;
• frame the mandala, put it on the fridge or some other visible place.

Follow me:
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To strenghten our relationships and cooperation skills, there are few more art
games here.

6.

Art game 1

Every family member gets his own paper sheet. Play this game in few rounds.
Each round another person suggests a motif, word, term that needs to be
drawn. At the end everybody show, what they made and enjoy the diversity of
all the images.

7.

Art game 2

Again - every family member gets his own paper sheet. Set the time of drawing
to, let’s say, 1 minute. After that minute, exchange the sheets and complete
somebody’s else drawing. Continue this for few rounds. The idea is to learn and
accept the unique contribution to final artwork of every person in the circle.
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8.

Finishing faces

Draw a various forms, shapes on a paper. A child should complete the
drawings. You can ask him to draw family members, schoolmates, friends,
whatever you think of.

Hint:
• Instead of people you can draw shapes of animals, fruits, vegetables, observe how
the child finishes the face. What will be emphasized in vegetables, which he does not
like. See how we express feelings trough art.

Follow me:
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9.

Toilet paper roll craft - wall decor

Material that can be found in every home - toilet paper rolls. We can use it for
many creative projects. Circle shape can be used for printmarks. In this project
cut the roll into equal stripes and assemble it into various forms. At the end you
can paint it, decorate the walls of children’s room or use a string and make a
mobile.

10. Toilet paper roll craft - plants
Toilet paper rolls can be also used in gardening. They are perfect for planting
seeds and also biodegradable. Include your children, so they can learn the
process of growing their own vegetables - from seed to plate.
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11. Collage
There is no other art technique that would offer such a wide range of options.
You can use everything - paper, beads, art supplies, glitter, natural materials
as dried flowers, leaves, wood parts, sand, stones, you can paint and draw on
some parts. Draw your hand or foot shape and cover it with different collage
material.

Follow me:
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12. Mirror image
You probably know the expresiion “go with the flow”. This is that kind of
artwork. You are not in full control what will emerge. It is a good exercise to
let things go their way, not try to control everything. Put some color on one
half of the paper and fold it. Gently push it together and then open. Enjoy in
beautifully manifested composition.

Hint:
• Use a bit more fluid colors.

Follow me:
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13. Art and music
Sometimes we take music and sound for granted and don’t think much about
it. Yet subconsciously affects us. Put some different music on, various styles,
speed, genre, rythm. Ask your children to make some art and observe, what is
their reaction. Ask them about their piece of art, what they made, I assure you,
that it will be very interesting to hear their story. Similary you can do this after
you watch a movie, cartoon.
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14. Recycling carton
It is important to encourage children and ourselves to reuse, recycle and care
for our environment and throw away less stuff. We are thinking only about
what we need and what we will buy in the store, not about where all the things,
that we put to trash, end up. Our home is not only our house or flat, it is the
whole planet!
From carton packaging, we can make a mini garden, storage for pens, brushes
or other craft material. Maybe you will use it in some other creative way.

Follow me:
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There are few more projects here, that were made by my friend and her two
little fellows. She is a wonderful example, how to integrate creative thinking in
children’s lives.

15. Bird house
Perhaps this little project would fit more in autumn time, but nevertheless, we
can be prepared today! Bird house can be made from different materials, but
it is certainly more sustainable, enjoyable and very stylish, if we use wood. You
can buy already made bird house and cover it with paint and decoration, or you
make one by yourself. Maybe with the involvement of some handy grandfather,
while his grandchildren come to visit, or you will spend some time with dad in
the home garage.
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16. Kite
We probably wouldn’t be able to get tired of making kites. The thrill of flying
a kite - will it remain in the air, how long, is there enough wind. Well, it is the
project, where the result is visible afterwards, in air. However, it is worth it,
because it is really fun! You can combine it with a family picnic or trip.
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17. Use your palm
We actually can use our body as a painting tool. In this exercise you use your
imagination and finish the painting with your hand print. Maybe more suitable
shape can be made with your fingers, fist, turned palm, bunch of options.
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18. Colorful hat
A very useful diy project for hot summer days. Below you will find a shape of a
hat, that you draw on a firm paper, cut out, put together and enjoy wearing it :)
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19. Greeting card
We have many celebrations troughout the year. That is also a great opportunity
to be creative with children and make some nice greeting cards. I am always
excited, when I get a handmade card to my mailbox. You can also make a
holiday card and send it to your friends and relatives, while on vacation.

20. Collage with newspaper
The next exercise is a combination of collage and drawing / painting. The
purpose of this project is that you cut out or rip off a random shape, not
necessarily meaningful, from a newspaper. Stick this shape to a paper and
consider if it reminds you of something. Add some lines, draw, make something
that makes sense out of it. Pure imagination!
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Is it over yet?
It’s hard to describe, how much I enjoyed preparing this e-book, it opened
many new aspects of making art for me. Even if you do not have children, all
the projects are suitable for you, because everyone has his inner child, little
soul that wants to express in some creative way, so get your tools and do
something for yourself - CREATE! ;)

Have we met?
My name is Anja, I am 20+something and I have gained a lot of art and life
knowledge by now. My everyday is about painting and graphic design.
My mission is to encourage creativity,
whatever that might be - creating beautiful art, tasty meals, efficient work,
lovely smile, kind gestures, loving relationships, great books, new friends,
sport records, successful journeys...
Check my creative web page here: www.anjaberloznik.com/en
You have a question? Send it to info@anjaberloznik.com
Have a wonderful and creative day! ;)
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